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1. INTRODUCTION
The issue of energetic safety and the necessity to
reduce greenhouse gas emission has become a priori-
ty of economic policy in the whole European Union,
including Poland. The 2009/28/WE European
Directive from 2009 and its amendment from 2013 as
well as the document “The Energy Roadmap 2050”
are the base for taking actions. The primary domestic
documents in this field include the Energy Policy of
Poland document until 2030 and the Renewable
Energy Act dated 2015.
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A b s t r a c t
Resources of geothermal energy range from the shallow ground to hot water and hot rock were found a few kilometres
beneath the Earth's surface, and down even deeper to the extremely high temperatures of molten rock called magma. The
paper shows the analysis of the public building foundation with the usage of shallow geothermal system (closed loop sys-
tems using the vertical energy piles). In the soil and groundwater conditions the change of the way of public building foun-
dation was suggested from direct (setting of pads, strip footings and foundation plate according to the basic project) into
indirect one with the use of drilled piles in a casing pipe with the possibility of their cooperation with vertical ground col-
lector. Calculations have been conducted in accordance with effectual standards. Both the quantity of energy piles in a sin-
gle foundation pile coped with the foundation plate and the quantity of energy foundations in the whole building have been
determined for the analysed building. Moreover, approximate heating power of the whole system has been calculated. An
economical analysis of the proposed solution is presented in a summary.
S t r e s z c z e n i e
Źródła energii geotermalnej mieszczą się w strefie od przypowierzchniowych warstw gruntów, poprzez gorące źródła i gorące
skały znajdujące się kilka kilometrów pod powierzchnią Ziemi, aż do znacznie głębszych obszarów o ekstremalnie wysokich
temperaturach stopionych skał zwanych magmą. W pracy przedstawiono analizę sposobu posadowienia budynku
użyteczności publicznej przy wykorzystaniu płytkiej geotermii (zamknięty system instalacyjny w formie pętli wykorzystują-
cy pionowe pale energetyczne). W zadanych warunkach gruntowo-wodnych zaproponowano zmianę sposobu posadowienia
z bezpośredniego (układ stóp, ław i płyty fundamentowej wg projektu podstawowego) na pośredni za pomocą pali wier-
conych w rurze obsadowej z możliwością ich współpracy z pionowymi sondami gruntowymi. Obliczenia przeprowadzono wg
obowiązujących norm. Dla analizowanego obiektu określono liczbę pali grzewczych w pojedynczym fundamencie palowym
zwieńczonym płytą oczepową oraz liczbę fundamentów grzewczych w całym budynku, a także obliczono przybliżoną moc
grzewczą całego układu. W podsumowaniu zaprezentowano analizę ekonomiczną zaproponowanego rozwiązania.
K e y w o r d s : Closed loop system; Pile energy foundations; Shallow geothermal energy.
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In recent years the gaining of pure energy has
become not only a fashionable slogan but also the
reason for seeking new solutions in this field. One of
such ideas is to use geothermal energy [1, 2, 3], which
means energy gathered in rocks, grounds and under-
ground waters, with the use of deep energy founda-
tions [4, 5], incorporating two functions: building
foundation with its heating system or cooling one,
depending on the need. Such foundations include,
first of all, piles (e.g. displacement piles, formed in
the ground (Vibro, Vibrex), rammed or squeezed
prefabricated piles, micro piles e.g. TITAN),
diaphragm walls and energy anchors.
In Europe, Austria, Switzerland and Germany can be
regarded as the pioneering countries that have inves-
tigated the use of geostructures for decades.
Among well-known structures which have deep ther-
mal foundation in the aforementioned countries one
can find:
• Lot LT24 of the Lainzer Tunnel (The system of
energy piles in tunnel’s sidewalls) and Uniqa Tower
(the raft foundation with two energy diaphragm
walls) in the centre of Vienna [6, 7];
• Jenbach Tunnel in Austria (New tunneling technol-
ogy: the geothermal pipes are installed into the tun-
nel prefabricated rings reinforcement; [8]; other
known methods of constructing tunnels with a geot-
hermal system including energy anchors [9] and
geothermal pipes attached to geotextile [7])
• Rehabilitation Centre in Bad Schallerbach in
Austria [10, 11];
• Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne
and the Dock Midfield Terminal Airport at Zurich
(The pile strains were of the thermo-elastic type
and were more pronounced than mechanically
induced strains. The overall effects of thermal load-
ing on the friction resistance; [12, 13, 14]);
• Main Tower building in Frankfurt am Main [15];
• Berlin’s International Solar Centre (The big con-
struction includes the new building, the old ware-
house and the atrium with, all with district heating,
heat pump for exhaust air and energy piles, energy
piles, photovoltaic panels and demonstration fuel
cell; [16]);
• Rostock Business Centre in Germany (Before
installation of the system using prefabricated rein-
forced concrete energy piles, a geothermal
response test was conducted in situ and the perfor-
mance of the energy pile was found to be 25% high-
er than a standard geothermal heat exchanger
[17]).
Another famous European buildings:
• Clapham Centre of Lambeth College in London
(The changes of the pile – oil interaction, expan-
sion and contraction energy piles, during heating
and cooling cycles, are depending on the type of
soil; [11, 18, 19]);
• Ksaver Šandor Gjalski Elementary School in
Zagreb (A mixed system: at first 20 m heat
exchangers would be installed in RC piles, and then
they would be constructed as traditional borehole
heat exchangers with 100 m in individual length;
[20]).
Other European Union countries as well as the
United States, Australia [21], Japan, China and oth-
ers also develop intensively construction based on
renewable energy including geothermal energy. Lund
and Boyd presented a most current review of the
worldwide applications of geothermal energy for
direct utilization [22]. It is worth mentioning that
most objects based on geothermal systems these are
huge public utility buildings. This trend is more and
more reflected in individual construction. Therefore
new housing estates, with big glass facade and closed
windows, called “Passive Houses” or “Zero Energy
Building” appear. The difference between these two
standards “Zero Energy Building” and “Passive
Houses” is based on the fact that Zero Energy
Building (e.g. building of Tribhuvan University in
Katmandu in Nepal; [23]) does not use any conven-
tional energy sources; however, passive building
needs only minimum or no conventional energy as
required for “active” heating or cooling.
Taking Polish conditions into consideration, the idea
of passive houses is developing espacially with the use
of solar and photovoltaic panels; however, thermal
foundation of the buildings is rarely used. The main
reason for such low popularity of this kind of founda-
tion is a variety of names for thermal activated foun-
dation piles, which can be called energy foundations,
energy piles, pile collector, storage foundations. The
most misleading notion in Polish language is “energy
foundation”, which is understood by a large number
of engineers as a foundation for the need of energetic
branch (i.e. foundation for lightning pole fixing, for
electric box etc.) We have decided to use the notion
“energy foundations (piles)” in the paper.
It is difficult to find the information about similar use
of geothermal energy in Poland, excluding heating
collectors. Buildings which appear on an existing
energy piles are the object of numerous observations
and research in a natural scale. More information
about public buildings (schools, kindergartens, social
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welfare houses), which use the heating/ cooling sys-
tem with independently built deep energy collectors,
can be found in [24, 25].
Attention should be paid to the fact that nowadays
there are more and more buildings equipped with a
few energy sources. One of the examples is the
Research Station of the Institute of Meteorology and
Water Management in Borowa Góra near Serock. It
has demonstrational-experimental demonstration of
thermal system, which uses solar panels , heat pumps,
and ground thermal energy storage, that was being
monitored for 2 years (1998−1999). Admittedly,
despite the fact that lower costs of thermal energy,
received from a renewable energy sources system has
not been shown yet, the conclusions are promising [26].
Another example are four conceptions of heat and
cool sources solutions for the Environmental
Engineering Faculty hall of The Lublin University of
Technology: conception I – heat pump + ground col-
lectors 17 units, 100 m each + solar collector +
underground storage container; conception II – heat
pump + ground collectors 26 units, 96 m each +
solar collector + low-loss header, conception III –
absorption heat pump + ground collectors 4 units, 90
m each + solar collector + gas boiler, conception IV
– gas boilers + chillers + solar collectors. Cholewa et
al. [27] showed that each of these conceptions has
both advantages and disadvantages, and availability
to heat source as well as a kind and amount of build-
ing’s demand for heat and cool influence their eco-
nomics.
Concerning aforementioned ascertainments it is
shown in the paper that the change of the original
way of building foundation (direct foundation) into
more expensive one – indirect foundation, with the
use of energy piles – may bring financial benefits in a
long term. The costs for the change of the project and
its execution will be paid for itself in the form of
charge decline in the subsequent use of the building
(charge for electric and thermal energy).
2. GEOTHERMAL ENERGY – EARTH
THERMAL ENERGY
Three sources of geothermal heat can be differenti-
ated: Earth core heat, heat from the Sun and precip-
itation. The ground can store a large amount of heat;
the more saturated it is, the more heat it can store.
Essentially the temperature in the ground stabilizes
when there is about 10 or 15 m in depth and despite
the season of the year it oscillates between 8-14°C,
which depends on weather conditions. When there is
at least 50 m in depth the temperature starts increas-
ing by about 3°C every 100 m (Fig. 1). The heat in the
ground is transported in it almost only with conduc-
tion. This phenomenon is used in heat pumps, which
are used to transport, transform and gather heat
energy from the environment. What is more, the
whole installation can be designed in such a way that
it can supply the heat loss in the ground with storing
in it the heat from air conditioning in summer, which
will be transferred in winter to the heat installation.
Ground collector (vertical heat exchanger) should be
carefully planned since a characteristic temperature
crater appears around the borehole, causing cryogenic
ground transformation. This results in two adverse
phenomena. On the one hand, in the near-surface
ground zone it shortens vegetative period and dam-
ages vegetation; on the other hand, around exchangers
it can lead to such an exposure of the environment
that effectiveness of the heat energy gathered, will be
very poor. It is assumed in practice that optimal dis-
tances between ground collectors are 5 – (10÷15) m,
and they are dependent on the depth of boreholes.
The deeper boreholes are, the longer distance
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Figure 1.
Temperature distribution in the ground (based on [28])
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between them should be. Admittedly, the distance
about 3 m and less is acceptable but only when the soil
is appropriately saturated. However, this problem is
complex and it depends on a situation. In short, it can
be claimed that saturated soil, where occurs the circu-
lation of temperature between the soil and water con-
tained in it, is very good to get heat during winter and
to cool the installation in summer. Therefore, the effi-
ciency of the installation significantly increases.
Nevertheless, the soils are not so often used as heat
storage and the use of good heat features of the ele-
ments above the ground is worse in this case. Another
situation can be observed in rocky ground. Here the
effect of heat storage is meaningful whereas a level of
soil cooling in the process of gaining heat from it
seems to be unfavourable. Currently, in Poland there
is not any detailed information available about real
heating power for particular foundations.
Therefore, determining the possible yield of heating
power for particular geology one can use solutions
available for vertical heat exchanger [29].
The issue of the use of elements of underground
structures in the geothermal energy generation
process was repeatedly described by Brandl [30].
According to Brandl [30], about 20 m2 of area of con-
crete underground structures are needed to generate
1 kW of heat if such structures are situated in a satu-
rated soil, or as much as 50 m2 if we wish to make use
of geothermal potential in dry sand. As can be seen,
the saturation plays a significant role in energy trans-
fer. However, optimum conditions of the soil and
groundwater change depending on the intended use
of geothermal energy. If a geothermal system is used
for heating only, or for cooling only, then it requires
groundwater with a higher hydraulic gradient. Higher
velocity permeability and higher hydraulic gradient
imply higher velocity of groundwater. If a geothermal
system is used for both heating and cooling, that it
would be significant to have soil with lower perme-
ability and a lower hydraulic gradient. In this case,
the soil is used as a heat storing medium. The process
of heat transfer through soil is highly complex as it is
composed of a number of mechanisms, primarily the
conduction, but also radiation, convection, vaporiza-
tion and condensation processes, ion exchange
process and soil freezing and thawing processes [20].
Current research trends in the field of shallow geot-
hermal energy piles are geared towards understand-
ing the behaviour of piles subjected to thermal loads
and thermo-axial loads (coupled thermal and axial
loads). Recent physical model tests that were carried
out by researchers consist of several full-scale testing
of shallow geothermal energy piles conducted by
[12, 19, 31, 32, 33], centrifuge tests conducted by
[34, 35, 36] and laboratory models in single gravity
conditions performed by [37, 38, 39, 40]. On the other
hand, the energy pile behaviour has also been studied
from the numerical analysis perspective, with an
apparent focus on soil-structure interaction and over-
all geotechnical performance of energy piles during
its operation [41, 42, 43, 44]. In general, the long-
term effect of heating and cooling cycles may
adversely affect the performance of energy piles.
Bourne-Webb et al. [19] found that the thermal loads
applied to the geothermal energy pile prompted the
development of additional stresses on surrounding
piles, resulting in the decrease of lateral friction.
More importantly, the thermal loads cause changes
in the pile-soil interaction, and this may result in
unwanted consequences, such as additional building
settlement, tensile axial stresses and mobilization of
limiting resistance on pile shaft [11]. Therefore, fur-
ther work is required to be able to reliably quantify
the soil-structure interaction phenomena found in
energy foundations [43, 45].
3. HEAT PUMPS
The main elements of heat pumps include a com-
pressor, a condenser, an expansion valve, an evapo-
rator and circulating around them in a closed cycle –
an antifreeze cooling factor (e.g. 30% glycol solution)
as well as heat source and heat sink. The former con-
sists of the external energy in the form of power or as
a result of fossil fuel burning. The latter is the heat
from the environment and, depending on its kind,
pumps is divided into different types: A/W (air/
water), W/W (water/water), B/W (brine/ water), DE/
W (direct evaporation/ water).
Alluding to the title of the paper in an analysed case;
thus concerning energy piles – heat is gathered from
the ground and it refers to the pump of B/W type.
Aforementioned medium circulates in pipes made of
high density polyethylene (HDPE), which has high
strength and resistance to chemical aggression and
passage of time.
4. ENERGY PILES
Energy piles are created similar to foundation ones. A
HDPE pipe with diameter from 20 to 90 mm is assem-
bled in the core of the pile. These pipes can be deliv-
ered to a construction site in a form of pipe coil with
even 100 m in length. Such a solution practically elim-
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inates the need to join the pipes during installation,
which has different arrangement because of the pile
diameter. It is usually a concentric arrangement with
shorter diameters (e.g. micro pile TITAN), and U-
shaped in other cases, or in the shape of a torsion helix
with a distance between scrolls about 1,0 m. Pipes are
assembled with a tie wire to pile reinforcement. The
main object of such a quantity of pipes is taking from
the ground as much heat as possible by enlarging the
surface of heat intake, thus increasing system heat
capacity. In case of dry soil, a large number of pipes is
inadvisable since the soil will not return necessary heat
and thus the installation will not work efficiently.
Heat source (energy piles) are designed for at least 50
years, which demands the use of high quality materi-
als to make pipes. After installation, its tightness is
tested. Having pipes concreted, it is not possible to
remove any leak. System leakiness failures are rare
and they can appear only during concrete pile assem-
bling. Failures do not appear during exploitation.
Energy pile just as traditional foundation pile has to
fulfil the conditions of ultimate limit state (ULS) and
serviceability limit state (SLS) and demands its appro-
priate joint with the whole installation.
5. INVESTMENT PROFILE
The considered office block “A4 Business Park”
(Fig. 2) is situated at Francuska and Aleja
Górnośląska crossroads in Katowice. Mostly it is used
for offices, but also it has commercial-service, gastro-
nomical and administrative-social functions for its
own needs. There is a closed garage inside, whereas
outside there is a car park, containing several dozen
of places for cars. The building is set in a minimum
4.0 m distance from borders of neighbouring vacant
lots. The nearest buildings are located about 60 m
from there. The analysed building is of medium
height (25 m in height, 7 storeys) and has the follow-
ing parameters: build-up area – 2411.63 m2, total
area – 12161.00 m2, sable area – 6426.00 m2, cubic
capacity – 43415.00 m3.
The building was put into service in March 2015 and
it was the first stage of A4 Business Park office block
investment.
The current direct foundation of the structure in
existing soil and groundwater conditions [46] was
built with pads, strip footings and foundation plates.
The inside part of the building, where there are ver-
tical service spaces, shafts, staircases, is set on a foun-
dation plate which is 0.5 m in thick. The east part of
the building is set on a strip footing, which is 0.8 m
wide. The rest part of the building is set on a stepped
pads, which have different size (maximal size of pad
is 4.0×4.0 m), in order to get similar settlement by
virtue of different forces, which the foundation must
distribute on foundation soil.
6. ENGINEERING-GEOLOGICAL CON-
DITIONS [46]
Within other investment plans the project of chang-
ing the foundation of the building on piles, with the
use of energy piles, was proposed. Such a solution is
rational because there are the weak soils in the future
localisation of the building.
Soil profile of the borehole and geotechnical para-
meters of soil, which constitutes foundation soil
(used in designing) are presented in a Table 1 and
Fig. 3.
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Figure 2.
The view of the analysed building from the Francuska –
Damrota crossroad perspective
c
Table 1.
Geotechnical parameters used in designing
Layer symbol Layer name Layer thickness Soil unit weight Effective unitweight of soil
Natural water con-
tent
Density index /
Plasticity index
[m] [kN/m3] [kN/m3] [%] Id [-]/IL [%]
FSa fine sand 1.90 γFSa = 14.00 - 11 IdFSa = 0.20
T
Iom = 39% peat 2.10 γT = 14.50 - 208 ILT = 132
MSa medium sand 7.00 γMSa = 19.30 γ'MSa = 9.30 20 IdMSa = 0.45
CSa coarse sand >3.60 γCSa = 20.10 γ'CSa = 10.15 18 IdCSa = 0.65
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The soil classification and characteristic was conduct-
ed on the basis of outside works – drillings, sounding
and macroscopic research. Under the humus layer,
which is about 0.3 m thick, there is a layer of loose
fine sand whose thickness is about 3.5 m. The loose
sand gradually changes into the layer of peat with
about 2.1 m thickness, which has high plasticity index
IL = 132%. Due to this fact it was claimed that soil is
not bearing one. Unconfined water table was found
on the level about 5.6 m below ground level (BGL).
The third soil layer is 7.0 m thick and it is saturated
medium sand with ID = 0.45. Under it there is also
saturated coarse sand but with ID = 0.65.
7. THE ANALYSIS OF INDIRECT FOUN-
DATION WITH PILES DRILLED IN A
CASING PIPE WITH EXTRACTION OF
OUTPUT ON THE GROUND
The analysis of indirect foundation contains loads
specification influencing the foundation (according
to the standards [47, 48, 49, 50] and calculations:
foundation piles [51], a pile cap according to standard
[52] and on the basis of [53], reinforcement of foun-
dation piles and pile cap in accordance with the stan-
dard [54] and according to Rybak’s guidelines [53].
Two types of foundation piles have been designed for
the analysed building, they are marked with symbols
A1 and A2. 4 piles constitute the foundation type A1,
whereas 9 piles constitute the other type. Presented
below procedure process concerns A2 foundation.
Because of the significant height of the building as
well as considerable load applied to a particular
internal pile, initially considered a single pile founda-
tion, which consists of the pile cap with 4.0×4.0 m
size and 1.0 m in thickness and 9 piles drilled in the
casing pipe with extraction of output on the ground
with a diameter D = 0.5 m and length l = 15.0 m.
Taking into consideration the minimal standard dis-
tance for piles with diameter 0.5 m, which is l = 3D
(D – pile diameter), and minimal standard distance of
pile line from the pile cap, which is 0.15 m, axial pile
distance l = 1.6 m has been assumed. The distribu-
tion of piles in the foundation is depicted in Fig. 4.
Assumed length of piles counted difficult soil and
underground conditions (first two layers this is not
bearing soil, occurrence of negative skin friction) as
well as mutual overlapping of tension sphere (the ray
of tension sphere around the pile was higher than a
half offset distance between piles; Fig. 5).
Both these factors decrease shaft capacity.
Additionally, a pile tip should be at least 1.0 m deep
in bearing layer, in which it is constructed. In this case
this is layer of coarse sand (CSa).
Tip capacity, shaft capacity as well as capacity of pile
foundation as a whole have been included in
Ultimate Limit State.
In the designing process it is claimed that [46]:
• Characteristic value of permanent concentrated
load affecting pile foundation is:
G_(char.1) = 3503.93 kN
• characteristic value of horizontal force affecting
pile foundation is:
H_(n.fun.y) = 55.296 kN
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Figure 3.
The draft of layers in a soil profile used for designing indi-
rect foundation Damrota crossroad perspective
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• characteristic value of concentrated moment
affecting pile foundation is:
M_y = 34.256 kNm
• characteristic value of variable load affecting pile
foundation is:
Q_(char.)=1764.45 kN
• design total load affecting pile foundation is:
P_(obl.) = 8811.7 kN
• design load affecting a single pile:
P_(obl.1) = 979.1 kN
• maximal design load affecting a single pile in ULS is:
Qr,max = 1052.662 kN
• design compressive capacity of a single pile:
N_t = 1394.41 kN
• design compressive capacity of a single pile includ-
ing pile foundation as a whole:
Nt = 1088.13 kN
• pile elastic socketing hS [m] is:
hs = 3.73 m
Eventually, the following conditions have been ful-
filled:
• capacity condition of a single pile loaded with ver-
tical force:
Qr,max = 1052.662 kN < Nt = 1394 kN (con-
dition fulfilled in 75%)
• capacity condition of pile foundation as a whole
loaded with vertical force
Qr,max = 1052.662 kN < Nt = 1088 kN (con-
dition fulfilled in 97%)
• stiffness condition for flexible piles:
Hs = 15.0 m > 3hs = 11.192 m
• capacity condition of flexible pile loaded with hori-
zontal force, which means the condition of hori-
zontal displacement of flexible pile axis:
y0 = 2.265 mm < yd = 10.0 mm
In Ultimate Limit State the decision has been made
to conduct load test of piles, whose purpose will be to
check the settlement of single piles.
Designing reinforcement of pile foundation, it has
eventually been assumed for [46]:
• pile (Fig. 6) – 10 pieces of main reinforcement
made of steel RB500W (n = 10), whose diameter is
Ø = 20 mm, and spiral reinforcement (pitch
sn = 0.15 m; quantity of spirals nz = 100, total spi-
ral length lzc = 123.97 m);
• pile cap – bottom reinforcement in beams in both
directions, which has a diameter Ø = 24 mm every
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Figure 4.
Draft of piles distribution on the pile cap in foundation of A2
type
Figure 5.
Tension distribution in soil from soil friction on the shaft
capacity [46]
c
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80 mm, and reinforcement between beams with a
diameter Ø = 24 mm every 150 mm (anti-shrinkage
reinforcement). Top reinforcement of the pile cap
is assumed to have a diameter Ø = 12 mm every
150 mm (anti-shrinkage reinforcement).
Finally, the whole building will be set on 47 pile foun-
dations of A1 type and 7 foundations of A2 type. The
plans of foundations with the siting of energy piles
are presented in the Fig. 7.
8. ENERGY PILES FOUNDATION
ANALYSIS
Having analysed indirect settlement for the analysed
building, the quantity of energy piles in a single pile
foundation pile coped with the foundation plate and
the quantity of energy foundations in the whole
building have been determined [55]. The approxi-
mate heating power of the whole system has been cal-
culated.
Assumption of appropriate number of energy piles
demanded mainly the general designing power
assigned to the analysed building and its classification
to a particular consumers group.
According to connection conditions [given to project
documentation and facilitated by the investor], the
building has been classified to the VI consumers
group. It means that it will be connected to electrical
grid with a temporary terminal, which, in accordance
with the contract, will be replaced with a target one
no later than after 1 year. Ultimately, in 2013 the con-
tract was signed to be connected to electrical grid
with electric supply of the building, with target power
connection P = 540 kW. Thus such a value has been
assumed for a subsequent analysis. The Investor pre-
dicts the verification of final power connection after
target building settlement, on the basis of a month
measurement of power intake during 6 month
exploitation of the building by the Leaseholder.
Without real data designed heat load q is marked in
accordance with the standard [56].
There have not been compiled any standards in terms
of choosing heat source in the form of ground collec-
tor. Some information is available on heat pump pro-
ducers’ websites (e.g. SOLIS [57]) or in industry lit-
erature (e.g. in GLOBEnergia [58]). Thereupon
numerous designers use another available sources,
for example, guidelines contained in a German
instruction VDI 4640 [60], in which i.a. unitary pow-
ers for ground collectors, also called thermal power
coefficient. Examples of these coefficients are shown
in Table 2, depending on a soil type. Power for soil
and water conditions, presented in particular locali-
sations (Tab. 3), have been assumed on their basis.
HDPE pipes in U-shaped layout have been designed
in such a way that they end about 1 m of distance
from the pile tip. Pipes length, 14 m for each pile, has
been assumed for the pile calculation.
The designed system (Fig. 7) is able to get heat power
about 228 kW in case of working 2400 h annually
devoted to building heating, which gives about
547200 kWh savings. This saves 300 000 PLN a year
when 1 kWh is about 0.55 PLN. In summer heat
source regenerates; however, this process can be
speeded up when the building is cooled with air con-
ditioning since in such a case heat goes to the ground.
Moreover, in hot season of the year, heat source can
be used to prepare usable hot water.
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Figure 6.
Reinforcement distribution draft [46]
Table 2.
Thermal power coefficient depending on a soil type [59]
Soil type Thermal power coefficient [W/m]
1800 h
of working
2400 h
of working
dry gravel, sand <25 <20
saturated gravel, sand 60-80 55-65
strongly saturated
gravel, sand 80-100 80-100
clay, silt 35-50 30-40
limestone (massive) 55-70 45-60
sandstone 65-80 55-65
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9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The paper concentrates on an appropriate design of
pile foundations with heating function for the office
building “A4 Business Park” in Katowice, in a new
localisation.
The conducted analysis demanded an interdiscipli-
nary approach, including questions from different
fields, such as soil mechanics and foundation engi-
neering, soil thermodynamics, heating technology,
renewable energy resources. The authors were
focused mainly on the first group of questions in
order to show that vertical energy foundations can
appear to be a pretty good solution.
The choice of a specific heat pump was omitted delib-
erately, assuming that each of them should be so effi-
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Figure 7.
The fragment of A1 and A2 foundations with energy piles marked [46]
Table 3.
Energy piles power intake comparison [46]
Ordinal Foundation type
Found-
ation
quantity
Energy
piles
quantity
in foun-
dation
Energy
piles
total
quantity
Pile length Heat power in a layer Power
from 1
pile
Total
power
I layer II layer IIIlayer
IV
layer I layer II layer
III
layer
IV
layer
[pcs.] [pcs.] [pcs.] [m] [W/m] [W] [kW]
1 A1 47 4 188 1.9 2.1 7 3 25 55 80 90 993 186.68
2 A2 7 6 42 1.9 2.1 7 3 25 55 80 90 993 41.706
Power
system: 228.39
c
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cient that the efficiency of the whole system is as high
as possible.
The cost of energy foundation pile is slightly higher
than a typical one, to the price of which one should
add costs of purchase and assembly of HDPE pipes
reinforcement as well as ensuring properly qualified
workers and work supervision (the cost of building
100 m piping with assembly amounts to about
600 PLN). The pile foundations proposed in the
analysed solution fulfil the ultimate limit state condi-
tions; additionally, they have the heating function.
The length of a single pile (l = 15 m) was optimised
in order to get the best capacity to price ratio.
Designed number of energy foundations (54 pcs.) can
take 228 kW power from the ground. When building
energy demand index is 65 W/m2 for well-isolated
buildings, energy piles can supply heating need for
the surface of 3500 m2. It gives the opportunity to
heat about two floors of the office building with
about 300 000 PLN savings. The cost of heat pump
installation for these two floors amounts to about
650 000 PLN. The cost of pump purchase will be paid
for itself within slightly more than two years, due to
their high efficiency.
Due to the limited amount of building space (the
analysed building is set in thick urban sprawl in its
original localization) there is a limited opportunity to
use energy piles. The building office setting as well as
assumed soil conditions give the possibility of energy
fulfilment only for two floors. The remaining ones
must be heated or cooled by other energy sources.
Obviously in case of another localisation, different
soil and underground water conditions as well as larg-
er building space, the increase of energy piles quan-
tity and/or length is worth considering.
Advanced knowledge about low-temperature energy
sources shows that it is better to use pile foundations
as a heat receiver instead of building expensive verti-
cal collectors (typical heat collectors), whose depth
often exceeds 100 m. Although this modern solution
demands numerous comparative analyses, it is so
well-developed that it is worth being used.
In additional analyses it is necessary to include i.a.
heating and cooling influence on durability parame-
ters of soil, axial and radial widening (shrinkage) of
pile material and this phenomenon’s influence on
capacity and displacement, additional tensions result-
ing from thermal changes, the influence of thermal
changes cyclicity on piles and their cooperation with
the ground.
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